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Flange Pins are an economical and efficient way to align 
flanges. For use in ½" to 1½" holes. Quick release design for 
fast flange alignment. Durable zinc coating finish increases 
tool life. For use in flange holes up to 1½" deep. Knurled 
handles increase grip. Lightweight 1.60kg / 3.5lbs.

PART NO. SIZE (INCH) DESCRIPTION

TQFFP1 7/16"—1½" Quick Fit Carbon Flange Pins

TFPSS1 1/4"—7/8" Stainless Steel Flange Pins

Designed primarily for pipe fitting applications. For all 
metal work the magnetic feature will offer an extra hand. 
Multi purpose tool offers 360 degree adjustable dial set 
level. Includes 2 x 20 pound magnets exerting 50 pound 
pull this will secure the unit in place on any steel, this 
enables hands free levelling. For aligning flanges the TAG 
Magnetic Universal Level is designed to be used with the 
Quick Flange Pins.

PART NO. DESCRIPTION

TMUL 2 x 20lbs magnets

The TAG Centering Head aids in the setting of centre lines, 
establishing angles and marks, for butt-ins, locating points 
inside pipes and tanks, laying out keyways and measuring 
declivity. Standard model is used on pipe ½" diameter and 
larger and has a 4" Y-type head fitted with an adjustable 
dial set level (DSL) and a manually operated hardened 
centering pin. The large centering head is ideal for pipe 1" 
diameter and up and has an 8" Y-type head and a DSL. 
A spring-loaded hardened centering pin eliminates the 
need for a hammer.

PART NO. SIZE (INCH)

TCH Standard ½" plus

TCHL Extra Large 1" plus

FLANGE PINST A G

CENTERING HEADT A G

MAGNETIC UNIVERSAL LEVELT A G
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